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Abstract—This paper investigates the performance and control
of a low-cost 6-kW concept demonstrator of an “inverterless”
automotive alternator. This is based on a switched-mode rectifier
(SMR) combined with a high-flux interior permanent-magnet
(PM) machine. Duty cycle control of the SMR is described and the
theoretical predictions are compared with open-loop experimental
results. The efficiency of the concept demonstrator is examined as
a function of speed and load. Control issues regarding automotive
operation are discussed.

Index Terms—Alternator, interior permanent-magnet (PM)
machine, inverterless, switched-mode rectifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

INCREASING automotive electrical loads have created a
demand for low-cost high-power alternators. An example

specification for such an alternator is an output power require-
ment of 4 kW at an engine speed of 600 r/min and 6 kW at
6000 r/min [1]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 assuming a 3:1
belt ratio between the alternator and engine giving an alternator
speed range of 1800–18 000 r/min.

The conventional wound-field Lundell alternator is relatively
cheap, at about US $75, but is only capable of producing
1–2 kW of output power.

Inverter-driven alternators have been proposed to meet the
high-power alternator requirements. These include induction,
switched reluctance, surface permanent-magnet (PM), and
interior PM machines. Unfortunately, these solutions are expen-
sive, costing in excess of US $500 with much of the cost due to
the power electronics and the control complexity [1].

Previous studies by Perreault and Caliskan [2],
Rivas et al. [3], and Whaley et al. [9] have investigated means
for extracting greater output power from the existing Lundell
alternator using a switched-mode rectifier (SMR) (see Fig. 1).
Compared to an inverter, the SMR offers simpler control and
uses fewer switches but has a reduced output power at low
speeds as it can only operate the machine at unity power factor.
Inverters are able to create a leading power factor and are able
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Fig. 1. High-power alternator specification and the calculated output power
versus speed curves of a conventional Lundell alternator, and the Lundell and
interior PM alternators with an SMR.

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the inverterless (SMR) configuration.

to extract roughly twice the output power from the machine at
low speeds [4].

Recent work by Soong and Ertugrul [4] has proposed op-
erating an SMR with a high-saliency high-flux interior PM
alternator. This was called an “inverterless” configuration (see
Fig. 2) as interior PM machines are normally operated with in-
verters. This earlier work analyzed the inverterless performance
of interior PM machines but showed only limited experimental
results from a 6-kW interior PM alternator using a three-phase
resistive load to simulate the SMR (see circles in Fig. 1). These
results showed the potential to meet the high-power alternator
specification.

However, high-frequency switching, discontinuous wave-
forms, and other losses caused by an SMR may have effects that
are not reflected in the three-phase resistive load results. Thus,
this paper follows on from the previous work by investigating
the performance and control of the 6-kW interior PM alternator
with an actual SMR.

The layout of the paper is given as follows. The operation of
the SMR is explained in Section II. The interior PM alternator
and its parameters are described in Section III. Steady-state
open-loop results showing the output power capability and
efficiency of the interior PM alternator and SMR as a function

0093-9994/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the operation of an uncontrolled rectifier and an SMR.

of speed and duty cycle are given in Section IV. Finally, closed-
loop control issues such as maximizing the output power and
regulating the output voltage are discussed in Section V.

II. SMR OPERATION

One implementation of an SMR (see Fig. 2) consists of a
three-phase rectifier, a single controlled switch, and a diode.
SMR operation involves the rapid switching of the dc output
of the rectifier between the load and ground by a pulsewidth-
modulated (PWM) control signal. With a high switching fre-
quency and sufficiently large machine inductance, the alternator
sees only the time-averaged effect of the PWM switching.

In describing the action of the SMR, it is useful to contrast the
operation of an interior PM alternator generating into a vehicle
battery (modeled as a voltage source load) via an SMR versus
an uncontrolled rectifier.

A. Uncontrolled Rectifier Operation

In the case of an uncontrolled rectifier, the alternator oper-
ates in uncontrolled generation (UCG) [5], [6]. As the speed
increases from standstill, the dc output current remains at zero
up to the speed at which the rectified back electromotive force
(EMF) equals the dc-link (battery) voltage (see Fig. 3). Beyond
that speed, the output current rises rapidly and asymptotes
towards a maximum value that is equal to the machine’s magnet
flux linkage, Ψmag, divided by the d-axis inductance, Ld [5]. At
high speeds, the back EMF is much higher than the output volt-
age, and, hence, the output of the three-phase rectifier resembles
a dc constant current source that is independent of speed.

B. SMR Operation

An SMR modifies the alternator output power characteristic
in two ways. First, at high speeds, where the alternator resem-
bles a dc constant current source IIN, the duty cycle d of the
switch sets the fraction of the input current which is delivered
to the load versus that which flows through the switch to
ground. The dc output current IOUT is thus equal to (1 − d)IIN.
This method allows the output power to be controlled between
zero and a maximum value and is the basis for output voltage
regulation (see Fig. 4).

Second, at low alternator speeds, the induced back EMF is
smaller than the dc-link voltage. While the SMR switch is on,

Fig. 4. Output current control of the SMR at high speeds by varying the duty
cycle with the alternator operating as a constant current source.

Fig. 5. Effect of SMR operation on the alternator stator line voltage
waveform.

Fig. 6. DC input and dc output current versus alternator speed while generat-
ing into a voltage-source load for various duty cycles.

the alternator windings are short circuited and the input current
increases linearly. When the switch opens, the inductance of
the machine windings forces the current into the dc link despite
the dc link voltage being higher than the machine back EMF.
In this manner, the SMR acts as a boost rectifier and allows
power to be generated at low speeds. This can also be thought
of as the SMR reducing the effective dc-link voltage seen by
the alternator to VEFF = (1 − d)Vdc. For instance, in Fig. 5,
it can be seen that increasing the duty cycle from 0% to 50%
decreases the effective dc-link voltage seen by the machine
from Vdc to 0.5Vdc.

The graphs of Fig. 6 illustrate how the two modes of op-
eration mentioned affect the input and output current versus
characteristics of the alternator.

For a given value of duty cycle d, the output current curve
is similar to that for UCG (see top half of Fig. 3) where the
effective alternator dc link voltage is VEFF = (1 − d)Vdc. It
also shows how increasing the duty cycle reduces the effective
dc-link voltage and, hence, reduces the minimum speed for
output power generation.

At any particular speed, the alternator output power depends
on the effective alternator output voltage and hence the duty
cycle. The right-hand graph of Fig. 6 shows how the duty cycle
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TABLE I
INTERIOR PM ALTERNATOR PARAMETERS

Fig. 7. d-axis and q-axis inductance saturation curves for the interior PM
alternator.

corresponding to maximum output power decreases with in-
creasing speed until it reaches 0% (dashed line). This maximum
output current curve matches that shown in Fig. 3. At high
speeds, the input current is relatively constant and the dc output
current IOUT is then given by (1 − d)IIN, i.e., applying a 50%
duty cycle reduces the output current by half.

In summary, the SMR allows the alternator to produce output
power at low speeds by acting as a boost rectifier. It also allows
the output current at all speeds to be controlled by the duty
cycle of the switch (see Fig. 6). At any particular operating
speed, the duty cycle can be adjusted so that the load is matched
to the machine, allowing maximum power transfer [2]. The
following sections investigate the control of a prototype interior
PM alternator in an experimental test arrangement using the
above principles of SMR operation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND

MACHINE CHARACTERISTICS

This section describes the interior PM alternator and the
dynamometer arrangement. It also compares the calculated
versus measured alternator performance when operated with a
three-phase rectifier and resistive load, and also under short-
circuit conditions.

A. Interior PM Alternator

The alternator used was a multiple-barrier interior PM ma-
chine with rare-earth (NdFeB) magnets that was described in
[4]. This machine was specifically designed for both high back
EMF and high inductance, and has a rated current equal to the
short-circuit current. These characteristics give it a high output
power and a wide constant power speed range.

The machine parameters and inductance curves are shown
in Table I and Fig. 7. The previous results from this machine
were taken with a 415-V stator. A 135-V stator was used for the

Fig. 8. Inverterless alternator test rig block diagram.

Fig. 9. Power electronics unit used for the SMR and circuit diagram of one
phase leg showing the switch and diode used (bold lines).

SMR tests to match the rating of the available power electronics
unit. As the 415- and 135-V stators were identical apart from
a reduction in the number of turns, the inductance saturation
curves in Fig. 7 for the 135-V stator were obtained by scaling
the measured 415-V stator’s inductance curves.

A steady-state model making use of the measured machine
parameters and inductance curves was used to generate the
predicted voltage–current and voltage–power loci described in
Section III-C. This model assumes that the rectifier and voltage
source load can be approximated by a three-phase resistive
load [7] and solves the d/q model equations to obtain the
voltage–current locus. The model also incorporates the effects
of magnetic saturation and stator resistance. A full description
of the model is given in [6].

B. Inverterless Test Arrangement

Experimental results were obtained using the test rig shown
in Fig. 8. The output of the interior PM test machine was fed
through an SMR into a 200-V dc voltage source load. This load
maintains a constant SMR output voltage despite variations in
the output current of the SMR. It was implemented using a dc
power supply, protective diode, and a load resistance bank (see
dashed box in Fig. 8).

Fig. 9 shows a photograph of the power electronics unit used
for the SMR. It is based on an existing 200-V 50-A three-phase
inverter. The alternator was connected to an external three-
phase rectifier and the output of the rectifier was connected to
the “output” of one phase leg of the inverter. The lower switch
of the phase leg was used as the controlled switch and the free-
wheeling diode of the upper switch was used to allow power to
flow through the dc link of the inverter to the load.

C. Alternator Voltage–Current Curves

The steady-state alternator model described above is based
on assuming a three-phase resistive load. The calculated re-
sults from this model show a good correspondence with the
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Fig. 10. Alternator output dc voltage–current and dc voltage–power curves at
1800, 3000, and 6000 r/min. Calculated results (lines) and measured points for
1800 and 3000 r/min (circles).

experimental results of the alternator when tested with a three-
phase resistive load (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the calculated results with the
experimental results obtained by running the alternator into a
three-phase rectifier and resistive load. It shows the measured
and calculated voltage–current and voltage–power curves for
the alternator at various speeds. The dashed vertical line repre-
sents a dc link output voltage of 200 V. This dc-link voltage was
chosen as it corresponds approximately to the alternator rated
line voltage (135 V). When operating with a 200-V dc output
voltage at 3000 r/min, the alternator can produce around 5 kW
of output power.

At low dc-link voltages, the rectified back EMF is much
greater than the dc-link voltage and so, as indicated in Sec-
tion II, the alternator output current is constant and does not
vary with speed. Thus, in this region, the alternator acts as a
constant current source and the output power increases linearly
with the dc output voltage. The measured results show a close
correspondence with the calculated results in this region.

At dc-link voltages comparable to the rectified back EMF,
the calculated curves show a voltage “overshoot” effect where
the voltage under load is greater than the open-circuit voltage
[6]. The significant discrepancy with the measured results in
this part of the curve is likely due to the discontinuous current
waveforms in this region [6], resulting in a breakdown of the
model assumptions.

D. Short-Circuit Test Results

A short-circuit test was performed to verify that the steady-
state model accurately predicts the behavior of the interior
PM machine. The machine was run with its stator windings
shorted. The resulting short-circuit current rises monotonically
with speed until it reaches a maximum value of Ψmag/Ld

(see Fig. 11). The torque reaches a maximum at a low speed
(about 200 r/min) and then gradually decreases with increas-
ing speed. The measured results match well with the model
predictions.

Fig. 11. Alternator short-circuit current and torque, versus speed.

Fig. 12. Measured (circles) and fitted (lines) alternator iron and mechanical
losses, under open-circuit and short-circuit conditions.

E. Iron and Mechanical Losses Under Short-Circuit and
Open-Circuit Conditions

The open-circuit and short-circuit iron and mechanical losses
of the interior PM machine were measured (see Fig. 12). The
open-circuit iron and mechanical losses were obtained from
the input mechanical power measurements under open-circuit
conditions. The iron and mechanical losses under short-circuit
conditions were obtained by subtracting the measured stator
copper loss from the input mechanical power results calculated
from the input torque shown in Fig. 11.

The machine shows a significant increase in iron losses under
short-circuit (i.e., field weakening) conditions. Finite-element
investigations [8] have shown that this is likely to be due to large
amplitude harmonic air-gap flux density components during
field weakening. These losses are roughly proportional to the
square of speed. At 6000 r/min, the short-circuit iron losses are
around 800 W. Extrapolating the short-circuit loss gives a very
high predicted loss of 5.4 kW at 18 000 r/min.

The high iron loss in the concept demonstrator interior PM
machine is due to the high frequency of operation (600-Hz
fundamental at 18 000 r/min) and high magnet flux from the
rare-earth magnets. Note that the machine stator is from a low-
cost commercial 50-Hz induction machine. It is expected that
the iron loss can be reduced to more reasonable values by the
use of thinner lower loss lamination material and by optimizing
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Fig. 13. Typical measured waveforms showing 50% duty cycle SMR switch-
ing on the stator voltage and stator current. The SMR switching frequency was
reduced from 4 kHz to 800 Hz for display purposes.

the electromagnetic design to minimize the harmonic air-gap
flux components during field weakening.

IV. OPEN-LOOP SMR TEST RESULTS

This section describes test results obtained from the alter-
nator and SMR operating into a constant voltage source load
as shown earlier in Fig. 8. The steady-state response of the
alternator output power and efficiency at various speeds and
duty cycles are examined.

A. Voltage and Current Waveforms

Typical stator voltage and current waveforms of the alterna-
tor while operating with the SMR were recorded and are shown
in Fig. 13. The voltage waveform matches the ideal result
shown earlier in Fig. 5. Although the stator voltage shows the
pulsewidth modulation action of the SMR, the high-frequency
switching transients are filtered by the large inductance of the
alternator, so that the stator current remains sinusoidal.

B. Current Versus Duty Cycle Performance at Different Speeds

The interior PM alternator with an SMR was connected in
the configuration shown in Fig. 8 with a 200-V dc voltage
source load.

Fig. 14 shows the dc input and output current of the switch
as the duty cycle is varied. Experimental points are plotted
against the model predictions for various speeds. The results
confirm the relationship described earlier in Section II that at
high speeds and/or high values of duty cycle, the switch input
current IIN is constant and that the switch output current IOUT

equals (1 − d)IIN.
As the duty cycle d controls the effective dc link voltage

VEFF = (1 − d)Vdc, these graphs are similar to those in Fig. 10
for the alternator with a rectifier/resistive load where the dc
output voltage is varied. The effective dc-link voltage is pro-
portional to (1 − d), and, hence, the x-axis is reversed between
the two figures. Note that the dc input current to the switch in
Fig. 14 corresponds to the rectified dc output current of the
alternator in Fig. 10, and that as the SMR dc link voltage is
constant, the dc output current in Fig. 14 corresponds to the
output power of the alternator in Fig. 10.

The measured results are close to the predictions, but gen-
eration starts at a higher duty cycle and hence lower effective

Fig. 14. Switch dc input and output currents versus duty cycle at various
speeds, with a 200-V dc-link voltage. The model used a dc-link voltage of
205 V to allow for device voltage drops.

dc link voltage than predicted. This suggests that there are
additional voltage drops in the system.

At the lower speeds of 900 and 1800 r/min, the output power
falls to zero below a certain minimum duty cycle. This is
because below this duty cycle, the effective dc-link voltage
(1 − d)Vdc is greater than the back EMF voltage at this speed.
At higher speeds, the back EMF is greater than the actual dc-
link voltage Vdc, resulting in power output obtained for all
values of duty cycle.

At 6000 r/min, the dc input current is relatively constant at
around 35 A over the entire duty cycle range, while the output
current shows the expected (1 − d) relationship. The maximum
dc output current achieved is 34 A, which with the 200-V dc-
link voltage, corresponds to an output power of 6.8 kW.

As indicated in Section II, the output current of the SMR is
linearly proportional to (1 − d) and is independent of speed.

Fig. 15 shows the efficiency of the inverterless alternator as a
function of output power for various speeds, obtained from the
test results shown in Fig. 14. The steady-state model predictions
shown in Fig. 15 do not include iron loss and so show an error
that increases with speed.

Fig. 16 shows the steady-state model predictions including
iron losses (based on the measured short-circuit iron losses
versus speed results shown in Fig. 12). This shows a greatly
improved correspondence between the calculated and measured
results.

The alternator efficiency is poor at light loads but improves
rapidly with increasing load. The maximum efficiency obtained
is around 85% at 3000 r/min and 82% at 1800 r/min. At
6000 r/min, the efficiency is about 75% at an output power of
6 kW. The efficiency at light loads is generally higher if the al-
ternator is running at lower speeds due to the lower iron losses.

The poor light load efficiency is inherent in the inverterless
concept. This is due to the high stator currents and, hence, high
copper losses under all operating conditions including light
loads. The light load efficiency can be improved by oversizing
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Fig. 15. Inverterless alternator efficiency versus dc output power for various
alternator speeds, showing steady-state model predictions without iron loss
(solid lines) and measured results (dashed lines).

Fig. 16. Inverterless alternator efficiency versus dc output power for various
alternator speeds, showing steady-state model predictions with iron loss (solid
lines) and measured results (dashed lines).

the alternator to reduce the stator resistance and, hence, the
copper losses. Reducing the stator resistance increases the low-
speed output power slightly and has no effect on the high speed
output power.

At lower speeds, higher efficiency can be achieved by oper-
ating in the “nonlinear” region of the curve, that is, using a duty
cycle that is less than the duty cycle at which maximum output
power is obtained. For instance, at 900 r/min, it is possible
to obtain 80% efficiency at 500 W. The higher efficiency is
due to the lower stator currents and, hence, copper losses in
this condition. The disadvantage of this approach is that it
causes greater control complexity due to the sensitivity to the
operating speed.

C. Maximum Output Power as a Function of Speed

The maximum generating power of the inverterless alternator
system as a function of speed is shown in Fig. 17 for a 200-V
dc-link voltage. At each speed, the duty cycle was adjusted to
maximize the output power.

Fig. 17. Alternator maximum generating output power, input torque, duty
cycle, and efficiency versus speed, showing steady-state model predictions
(lines) and measured results (circles), for a 200-V dc-link voltage.

The output power increases linearly from standstill up to
about 3000 r/min, after which the output power remains rela-
tively constant. Below this speed, the SMR is acting as a boost
rectifier, applying a nonzero duty cycle to match the alternator
output voltage to the higher dc-link voltage.

At 6000 r/min, the maximum output power obtained is
around 6.6 kW, with an efficiency of 80%. The output power
at engine idle (1800 r/min at the alternator assuming a 3:1
belt ratio) is 2.8 kW, which is significantly below the 4-kW
high-power alternator specification (shown as a dashed line).
Whereas the earlier power measurements taken with a three-
phase resistive load [4] shown in Fig. 1 match the steady-
state model predictions very closely, it can be seen that the
measured output power with the SMR is slightly lower due to
the additional losses.

Fig. 17 shows the model predictions both with iron losses
(solid lines) and without iron losses (dashed lines). Iron losses
do not affect the electrical output power but increase the re-
quired input torque, thus decreasing the system efficiency. The
measured results show a good correspondence to the steady-
state model predictions with iron loss.
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Fig. 18. DC input current corresponding to maximum power, versus alternator
speed, for a 200-V dc-link voltage.

V. CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL DISCUSSION

This section describes some of the control issues associated
with applying the inverterless alternator to an automotive ap-
plication. These include maximizing the output power at low
speeds and regulating the output voltage under steady-state and
dynamic conditions.

A. Maintaining Maximum Output Power at Low Speeds

At any given speed, the alternator operates along the re-
spective output current versus duty cycle curve (see Fig. 14).
Between 3000–6000 r/min, the output current varies roughly
linearly with duty cycle (see Fig. 19) and the duty cycle may
range anywhere from 100%, where no current is delivered to
the load, to 0%, where maximum current is delivered.

However, at speeds below 3000 r/min, there is a minimum
duty cycle below which generation does not occur as the
effective dc-link voltage is higher than the machine back EMF.
There is also a particular duty cycle that delivers maximum
output current and, hence, output power. At low speeds, the
minimum allowable value of the duty cycle should be limited
to the value corresponding to maximum output power.

Two methods are proposed for keeping the controller from
reducing the duty cycle past the maximum output power point
at low speeds.

First, if the alternator speed can be monitored, then the
minimum allowable duty cycle as a function of speed is a
simple linear function as shown by the duty cycle plot in
Fig. 17. The simplest means for monitoring the alternator speed
is to measure the electrical frequency of the stator currents [3].

A second method utilizes measuring the dc input current to
the switch. When the alternator is delivering maximum output
power, the input current is roughly constant and does not vary
significantly with speed. From the 900- and 1800-r/min curves
in Fig. 14, the current corresponding to maximum power is
about 26 A. At no load (100% duty cycle), the input current
at these speeds is about 36 A. Thus, the usable operating range
of the input current is from 26 to 36 A.

Fig. 18 shows the calculated and measured dc input current
corresponding to the maximum output power results in Fig. 17.
For speeds from 1000 to 3000 r/min, the dc input current is
roughly constant as the alternator operates at the maximum
output power point. Above 3000 r/min, the maximum output

Fig. 19. DC input and dc output current from the SMR, versus duty cycle at
6000 r/min. The ideal results assume that the input current is independent of
duty cycle.

Fig. 20. Dynamic response of the dc output current to step changes in
switching duty cycle at 1800 r/min.

power point occurs for dc link voltages greater than 200 V,
and, hence, the duty cycle for maximum power is 0%. This
causes the dc input current corresponding to maximum power
to increase as a function of speed.

Fig. 18 suggests that a possible method for maintaining
maximum output power at low speeds is to monitor the input
dc current and to keep it above 26 A. This method is valid for
speeds above 1000 r/min. This is acceptable since automotive
alternators typically have an idle speed of around 1800 r/min
(engine idle of 600 r/min × 3:1 belt drive ratio).

B. Output Voltage Regulation

The results from previous sections have shown that for suffi-
ciently high speeds, the output current of the SMR is linearly
proportional to (1 − d). Output voltage regulation can thus
be achieved by controlling the SMR duty cycle to obtain the
appropriate output current. Fig. 19 shows the dc input current
and dc output current at 6000 r/min.

C. Dynamic Response to Changing Duty Cycle

The dynamic response of the machine to duty cycle changes
was investigated by applying a periodic step change to the duty
cycle with the alternator running at 1800 r/min. The resulting
dc output current is shown in Fig. 20. The current waveform is
modulated by a higher frequency oscillation of 4 kHz caused by
the SMR switching. A lower frequency oscillation is associated
with the ripple found in a typical rectified current waveform
from a three-phase bridge rectifier.
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Fig. 21. Block diagram of a possible inverterless alternator control system.

As the duty cycle changes from 80% to 90%, the output
current changes from 7.2 to 3.6 A, respectively. These values
match the steady-state model predictions of Fig. 14. The rise
and fall times of the current response were approximately 1 ms,
and this time constant was used in forming an s-domain transfer
function model of the system to simulate transient effects such
as load dumps.

D. Closed-Loop Control

Fig. 21 shows a block diagram of a possible closed-loop
controller for the inverterless alternator. The alternator output
voltage is compared with a reference voltage. The resultant er-
ror is fed to a proportional–integral (PI) controller that controls
the duty cycle. For a faster dynamic response, a feedforward
loop based on the output load current can be used. Overvoltage
protection can also be implemented in the controller. This could
activate an auxiliary switch to short the alternator output if the
output voltage rises to unacceptable levels.

E. Simulation Results

A dynamic simulation of the alternator with a closed-loop
feedback controller was developed, which adjusted the duty
cycle proportionally to the output voltage error. The alternator
was modeled as an adjustable constant current source with a
frequency response described by the s-domain transfer function
derived previously.

Fig. 22 shows simulation results demonstrating the rapid
response of the controller to step changes in the load current.
The current drawn by the load is initially 18 A (3.6 kW).
At t = 0.5 s, the load current drops to 3.6 A (720 W). The
surplus current supplied by the alternator causes the output
voltage to start rising. This is detected by the controller, which
quickly increases the duty cycle. The finite response time of the
alternator to the change in duty cycle means that the alternator
output current does not respond instantly but takes several
milliseconds to fall. Meanwhile, the output voltage continues
to rise and the duty cycle becomes clamped at 100%. After
about 4 ms, the alternator current has dropped below 3.6 A, and
the output voltage begins to fall. Within 23 ms, the alternator
output voltage and current have stabilized, with the alternator
supplying 3.6 A and the controller operating at a higher duty
cycle.

Fig. 22. Simulated transient response of the inverterless alternator closed-
loop controller to a load dump of 18–3.6 A (corresponding to an output power
change from 3.6 to 0.7 kW), applied at 0.5 s.

The fast response time of the SMR allows it to limit the peak
dc-link voltage rise during the transient to less than 10%.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the performance and control of
an inverterless high-power interior PM alternator. The main
advantages of the inverterless concept are the potential for
wide constant power speed range, reduced number of switches
and simpler control, which, ideally, does not require speed or
position sensors.

Open-loop tests were performed on a 6-kW concept demon-
strator machine with an SMR. The key results are enumerated
as follows.

1) The dc output power of the inverterless alternator is
2.8 kW at an alternator speed of 1800 r/min, 4 kW at
2400 r/min, and 6.6 kW at 6000 r/min.

2) The alternator shows poor light load efficiency. This is
inherent in the inverterless concept due to the high stator
currents and hence high copper losses under all operating
conditions including light loads. The light-load efficiency
can be improved by oversizing the alternator to reduce the
full-load copper losses.

3) The alternator’s efficiency improves rapidly with increas-
ing load and the full-load system efficiency reaches a
maximum of 85% at 3000 r/min.
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4) The alternator’s measured iron loss under field-
weakening (short-circuit) conditions is significantly
larger than the open-circuit iron losses. This is likely to be
due to high frequency flux density harmonics under field-
weakening operation. The high iron loss results in the
significant reduction of the full-load machine efficiency
with increasing speed.

5) At higher speeds, the output current and power of the
SMR is linearly related to the duty cycle and is inde-
pendent of speed. This should allow the use of a simple
feedback control algorithm to regulate the dc output
voltage.

6) At low speeds, the maximum output power is obtained
by limiting the minimum duty cycle. This can be imple-
mented by setting the minimum duty cycle as a linear
function of speed or by limiting the minimum input
current of the switch to a fixed value.

Future work should include implementation and testing of
closed-loop control for the alternator and SMR, optimizing the
machine electromagnetic and mechanical design for improved
efficiency and speed capability, and examination of additional
control circuitry to prevent overvoltages under fault conditions.
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